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Industry Vertical
Our client is a Global Provider of Procurement Consultancy.

Challenges:
Guard critical corporate data from improper exposure to the public and/or competitors.

Requirement
The customer needed solutions to protect its data at all times, in every scenario. They wanted to make data available, but at the same time, data should not be sacrificed whether the data are being used within the network or in motion.

Solution
McAfee DLP and Encryption

Benefit
Data is now highly secure

Overview

Corporate intellectual property is as asset to every organisation and it is no different for our client, a leading procurement services company offering consulting, technology, and procurement outsourcing.

To protect their asset they imposed a number of restrictions on the employees systems blocking all modes of data transfers which thereby compromised their business operations and productivity. Moreover, there were raising concerns over the high possibility of data leakage due to unauthorised sharing of data or under the circumstance of loss of property.

Solution
The Embee Security team suggested the McAfee total protection for data software and successfully deployed the same for 350+ users. This solution was proposed as it met the client’s requisites.

Data loss or leakage by external force or internal employees was curbed as user authorisation was configured. Data was protected when in motion. Also, the data is encrypted. Thus in the event of loss of property the organisation is not jeopardised.

Although it is impossible to quantify the benefits of this solution it is certain that post implementation the client has become less vulnerable, the data is routed safely and the business operations continue smoothly.